In terms of the characteristic function of the contraction the norms of the spectral projections onto its absolutely continuous component are evaluated. The row of examples is considered. The exposition is conducted in the framework of the Sz.-Nagy-Foias model.
1
Let T be a completely nonunitary (for terms used without explanation, see [6] ) contraction in the Hubert space f) and let 11 = clos(7-T*T)1' be the defect subspace of T ; let S(z) be the characteristic function (cf.) of the contraction T and U be its minimal unitary dilation in the Hubert space 9t (Dt D fi). As the model space 9t we take ÍH = L2(lssj) (so-called Pavlov transcription [3, 4] ), the Hubert space of two-component function /(£) = {f0(Ç), /,(<!;)) on the unit circle T, £ = el<p, taking values in il © it with norm It is assumed that the set of two-component functions has been factored by the set of elements with norm equal to zero. In this case the original space fi is identified as the set of all vectors (f0, fx ) such that f+ = Sf0 + /¡ e H+ (il), f_ = f0 + S*/j e H_(U), where H±(ii) are the vector-valued Hardy classes into the interior (+) (the exterior (-)) of the disk.
2
We restrict at first our considerations on the contractions T the spectrum of which a(T) is absolutely continuous (a(T) = oAC{T)) and o^T) Ç T. It means (see [4, 5] ) that the cf. of T is a purely outer, i.e., clos ST/2, (il) = H+(H), and the linear manifold ga{/:/ = PJS(_*Ä),Ä€l2(A)}, A = I-S*S, is dense in fi (here P^ is the orthogonal projection in ÍH onto fi).
The following vector-valued variant of the Carleson imbedding theorem will be used (see [2] ).
Proposition. Let ß be a Carleson measure in the unit disk D, i.e., (2) C2 = Suplí ¡~'z|2tfMfl:zeSupp4<°°- 
A Jordan contour is clos D is called Carleson contour if its arclength measure satisfies condition (2).
We will say that a point £ e T is a conditionally regular point of T if there exists a Carleson curve r* in clos D with one of the ends in ¿f such that Sup{||»S_ (z)|| : z e r,} < oo . The complement of conditionally regular points will be called the set of essential spectral singularities aess of T.
It immediately follows from the definition that f7ess C ass, where ass is a set of spectral singularities [1, 4] is the maximal hyperinvariant subspace of T where the pure part of the cf. of the restriction T\fiin(T\fiout) is an inner (outer) function [4, 6] ; fiout(co) = clos Rang *Pwij. At this step we may use well-known separation conditions for Jöin, fiout (see [4, 5] ). After this one applies our theorem to the projection of fiout onto ijoutM.
We will illustrate our theorem by some examples, which show that cress is significantly poorer than ass. Example 1. Let T be a contraction with dimil = 1 (so-called scalar case). Let T have the following outer cf. -t, -n<t<0, r1/2, 0<t<n.
Obviously, a(T) = oac(T) = T. By direct calculation it is easy to show that lim \S~ (z)| = oo , i.e., 1 G ítss . But along the tangential path z = re'9 , cp < 0, |ç?|-3/2(l -r) -> 0, which, obviously, is a Carleson curve, we have lim|S-1(z)|= 1, z-1.
Therefore 1 ^ cress (but 1 e crss). Hence, we constructed the contraction T such that (7ess = 0 and, therefore, i#(0 is bounded for each arc co. It is necessary to note, however, that T is not a spectral operator in the sense of Dunford, because crss = {1} ^ 0, and therefore Sup{||q}J| :wcT} = oo.
Example 2. Let us consider contraction T with dimil = 1 and cf.
«*>-n».f*^ *-ft.
where {zk} is Frostman sequence in D (i.e., Sup{X^. 1 -IzJ/ll -£zk\: £ e T} < oo). It is easy to check that S(z) is an outer function. Obviously {¿fc} ç cress and a cluster set for {Çk} belongs to trss. But it is easy to see that the Frostman condition guarantees that the function \S~ (z)\ is bounded along radii at the points of the cluster set. Hence erss = clos{^} , but <7ess = {^} .
The bilateral estimation for projection in the scalar case was obtained by V. I. Vasyunin (see [1] ) in terms of solution of the Carona problem. The following example shows that the conditions of the theorem in the general case are not necessary for the boundedness of Vßa . Rew2(z) = r'P(t)t l,2dt.
Jo
Then \(SlS2)(z)\ = exp{f*1tPz(t)\t\ 1/2 di\ and hence 1 e <ress, but %t_n is bounded because it is an orthogonal projection (*#" _i]fi = fi2±fi{).
